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Acquisition of Alternative Power Solutions and
Opening of New Powergen Hubs Pave the Way for
Curtis Power Solutions’ Expanded mtu Territory
As of January 1, 2022, Curtis Power
Solutions expanded its mtu sales and
service territory to include the entire
state of Pennsylvania and the
central/western region of New York. 
 
In March, CPS strengthened its
Pennsylvania presence with
the acquisition of Alternative Power
Sources, based in Gibsonia, PA. From
its Greater Pittsburgh
location, Alternative Power Sources
serves the western Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and West Virginia region. CPS,
meanwhile, is also opening a power
generation hub in Cheektowaga, a
suburb of Buffalo, that will cover
western and central New York.
 
Said CPS President and CEO Trip
Harrison, “These are the two big next
steps in realizing our plan to become
one of the largest mtu distributors in the
country, serving customers from the
Canadian border to South Carolina.”

Find out
more

As of January 1, 2022, Curtis Power Solutions’
expanded territory includes power generation
hubs in (from north to south) Buffalo, NY;
Pittsburgh, PA; Quakertown, PA; Baltimore, MD;
Fredericksburg, VA; Portsmouth, VA; Raleigh-
Durham, NC; Charlotte, NC; and Wilmington, NC.

Codes & Standards
Doing EPSS Installations
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https://youtu.be/5OkGtpso2nk


the Right Way:
NFPA 110 Chapter 7

Often, it’s in the worst of times — fires, floods,
earthquakes — that backup power systems are
needed the most. Discover NFPA 110 Chapter 7,
dedicated to successful EPSS installations that
provide prompt and reliable power, whenever it’s
needed.

Learn
more

Rolls-Royce Partnership Spotlight
E-Fuels Powering a Climate-Neutral Future

To stop global warming and meet the goals set out in the Paris Climate Accord, power
delivery systems and energy systems will have to become carbon-neutral. Fuels are one of
the key levers we have. With e-fuels produced from green electricity, electricity generation
and drive-power technology stand a good chance of going net-zero. Learn more in this quick
two-minute video.

Project Spotlight
Doubling Down on Hospital Backup Generation

Curtis Power Solutions is the leader in emergency backup power generation solutions for
hospitals and healthcare facilities up and down the East Coast. Our latest success story can
be seen at the new 135,000 square foot, $125 million Beebe Specialty Surgical Hospital in
Southern Delaware, which will open its doors in May 2022. This state-of-the-art facility will
provide regional communities with advanced specialty surgery and recovery technology.

https://www.curtispowersolutions.com/news/doing-epss-installations-the-right-way-nfpa-110-chapter-7


Read on for a 2-minute overview of the unique double-wide generator system created by our
team, working in partnership with The Whiting-Turner Contracting Company and consulting
engineers WSP, that saves the customer space and dollars.

The new 135,000 square foot, $125 million Beebe
Specialty Surgical Hospital in Southern Delaware will
open its doors in May 2022. Photo courtesy of Cape-
Gazette.

Read
more

Curtis Power Solutions used its
extensive healthcare experience to
craft a custom-designed parallel
backup generator enclosure
system. Curtis Power Solutions
photo.
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